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ABSTRACT

This report describes the functional requirements, development

and test of a new electromechanical analog computer. Its purpose is to

position blanking screens in a missile-tracking phototheodolite camera

to avoid overexposure of the photographic plate. Azimuth and elevation

information are continuously varying inputs from a tracking instrument.

The Skyscreen Computer solves the trigonometric equations necessary to

transform the spherical coordinates of the target with respect to the

tracking instrument into rectilinear coordinates of the focal plane in

the phototheodolite.

The Skyscreen Computer System was developed successfully using

ultra-precise electromechanical devices, all solid-state electronic

circuits and high-quality mechanical components. Laboratory tests show

that the System positions the aperture in the camera screens with an

average error of 0.4 mm and a maximum error of 1.0 mm. These results indi-

cate an overall average accuracy of one part in 320 which approaches the

reasonable limit of a complex analog system.

The Skyscreen Computer is now ready for evaluation in field

use.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One form of missile range instrumentation utilizes two or more

precision theodolites whose position and orientation are accurately known

to obtain position data by triangulation methods. The Wild BC-4 photo-

theodolite with its shutter synchronized in time is used for this pur-

pose. At night many exposures can be made on one plate without fogging

it because of the low level of background illumination. In the daytime

the situation is entirely different,and the "Skyscreen System" was

developed at Ballistic Research Laboratories as an answer to the problem

of taking multiple exposures in daylight. It consists of two crossed

curtains which cover the photographic plate, each having a narrow slit

(as in a focal plane shutter). Thus, only a small area of the plate is

exposed where the two slits cross. If the curtains (Skyscreens) are

then made to track the image of the missile, many separate exposures may

be made without overexposing the whole plate.

The Franklin Institute was assigned the task of developing a

computer and servo drives for the Skyscreens which will accept missile

bearing and elevation information from a tracking instrument and position

the curtains properly. A design study for the Skyscreen Computer was

performed in the period June through October 1958 as Phase I of the

development under Contract No. DA-36-034-5o9-ORD-O. The results were

described in Interim Report I-A2191-l. The second phase of the work cover-

ing the detail design, fabrication, and laboratory test of a prototype

-1 -
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system was initiated in June 1960 under Contract No. DA-36-034-509-ORD-

3241-RD. The results of the entire Skyscreen Computer Development are

included in this final report.

II. EQUATIONS FOR SOLUTION

The problem of converting from relative azimuth and elevation

orientation of the tracking instrument to rectangular coordinates on the

photographic plate was analyzed in detail in BRL Report No. 880, "An

Analytical Treatment of the Orientation of a Photogrammetric Camera" by

H. H. Schmid.

Equations 44A of Report No. 880 were simplified for the purposes

of the Skyscreen Computer through the following assumptions:

1. The a.zimuth angle of the principal axis (center line) of

the camera is the zero or reference azimuth angle for the Skyscreen

Computer.

2. The camera and the tracking device are both leveled and

are very close together so their azimuth-elevation coordinate systems

are considered to be identical in orientation and location. These

assumptions permit equations 44A of BRL Report No. 880 to be simplified

to the following:

- C X cosv - Z siny (1)

X sin V + Z cos v

and

-2-
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Y
y " C (2)

X sin V + Z cos v

where: v is the coelevation or zenith angle.

x and y are the rectilinear coordinates in the focal plane.

X, Y and Z are the cartesian coordinates of the target.

We now introduce a new notation as follows:

Ep = 900 - v = elevation angle of the principal point of

the camera.

Et = elevation angle of the target.

At = azimuth angle of target relative to azimuth angle of

principal point of the camera.

In the spherical coordinate system of E and A the cartesian

coordinates become at unit radius:

X = cos Et cos At

Y = cos Et sin At

Z = sin Et

Substituting this notation into equations (1) and (2) gives

- = C sin Et cos E, - cos Et sin Ep cos At (3)

cos Et cos Ep cos At + sin Et sin E p

and

y C cos Et sin At (4)
cos Et cos Ep cos At + sin Et sin Ep

These are the equations which are to be solved by the Skyscreen

Computer.

-3-
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To illustrate the significance of this notation, Figure 1 was

prepared as a schematic diagram of the geometry of the Skyscreen Computer.

Note that Ep is the angle from the horizontal to the principal axis of the

camera lens and focal plane system. Z defines the axis through the focal

point of the lens system. The angle Et is the elevation of the target

from the horizontal. Thus, a target above this center line will be

reflected through the focal point to a distance + x which will be below

the horizontal center-line of the screen. Similarly, At defines the

azimuth angle of the target relative to the center-line of the lens

camera system. In this case, a positive angle of azimuth to the target

is reflected as a positive deflection in y to the left of the vertical

center-line of the screen.

The Skyscreen Computer is capable of continuous solution of the

coordinate transformation equations through unlimited angles of travel of

the input. This capability is important in order to have the screens in

the proper position when the target initially comes into the field of

view. Except for this the solution is useful in this application only

so long as the x and y coordinates are within the limits of travel of

the screens across the photographic plate (approximately 125 mm).

III. SKYSCREEN COMPUTER DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

A schematic diagram of the entire Skyscreen Computer System i3

shown in Figure 2. The trigonometric functions are generated by a set of
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four precision resolvers. The angle Ep is inserted into two resolvers

manually. The angles Et and At are continous rotations of resolver shafts

remotely located on the tracking instrument. The Et resolver is excited

with a fixed 400 cycle reference voltage. Tracing the schematic through

the upper path to point 1, we first generate a voltage proportional to

the sine of Et which is multiplied in the second resolver times the sine

of Ep, and at point 1 we have a voltage representing sine Et times sine

Fp. From the Et resolver the cosine Et is fed to the At resolver. From

this unit voltages representing cosine Et times cosine At are fed to the

second Ep resolver to generate at point 4 the quantity minus cosine Et

cosine At sine Ep. At point 3 the quantity sine Et cosine Ep is generated

from the E resolver. At point 2 the quantity cosine Et cosine At cosine

Ep is produced. From the cosine winding of the At resolver we obtain

cosine Et sine At at point 5. Referring back to equations (3) and (4)

and representing the denominator by the symbol D, the voltage at point

5 represents U. Similarly, by adding the voltages at points 3 and 4 in
C

Dx
a precise summing amplifier, the quantity t is obtained. Adding the

voltages at 1 and 2 in a precise summing amplifier provides the denominator

voltage, D, which is supplied to the feedback potentiometers on the Skyscreen

Dxservo drives. The quantity L is passed through an attenuator networkC

adjusted to the quantity C from which is obtained a voltage representing

the product D times x. In the y channel the voltage .-y is passed through

an attenuator adjusted to the quantity C from which is delivered a voltage

representing Dy.

-7-
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The screen servo drives perform a dual function of a servo

divider and a positioning power drive. When the input D times x is compared

with the feedback voltage representing D times the position of the screen,

the denominator D is canceled and the screen assumes a position x, a

solution for the proper vertical coordinate in the focal plane. Similarly,

in the y channel the denominator D is divided out of the signal represent-

ing D times y to produce a screen position y, a solution for the proper

horizontal coordinate in the focal plane.

Since the servos are performing as dividers with a variable voltage

on the feedback potentiometer, the total loop gain (which includes a factor

proportional to the voltage on the potentiometer) is constantly varying.

This implies that stability conditions within the servo loop are also

varying. In order to maintain optimum stability characteristics in the

presence of varying D voltage, an automatic gain-controlled preamplifier

is provided in each channel whose gain is adjusted automatically to be

inversely proportional to the potentiometer voltage, D.

This method of coordinate conversion is unique and has a

number of important original features. A patent disclosure of the method

has been made.

The Skyscreen Computer equipment is separated into three

physical locations as illustrated in Figure 3. Two remote resolvers are

attached to the tracking instrument to provide signals which are functions

of the elevation angle to the target, Et, and the azimuth angle to the

- 8-
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target, At. These signals are connected through cabling to the Computer,

in which is housed the manual input resolvers, the summing and servo

amplifiers, the attenuator networks, and the power supplies. The Computer

is coupled through a second cable to the phototheodolite camera on which

is mounted a dual servo package to drive the x and y screens. A photo-

graph of the complete system is illustrated in Figure 4. A test box

containing the Remote Resolvers is shown at the lower left, connected

through a 100 ft cable to the Computer Rack. The Aviogon lens cone and

Skyscreen assembly is at the right with the Servo Drive package (white)

mounted on top and connected through a 100 ft cable to the Computer Rack.

A. Resolver Section

1. Remote Resolvers

The resolver section where the trigonometric computation is

performed is made up of a set of four precision resolvers and two precision

summing amplifiers. Two of the resolvers are remotely located on the

tracking device to give an electrical indication of (1) the angle

of elevation to the target, Et., and (2) the angle of azimuth to the

target, At. The reference excitation is applied to one of the rotor wind-

ings of the Et resolver. The sine and cosine windings go to other

resolvers in the chain.

There are two important adjustments which must be made on these

windings in order to preserve the inherent accuracy of the resolvers.

First, the loads on the sine and cosine windings must be equal to prevent

- 10-
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changes in loading of the primary winding as the resolver is rotated.

Second, in order to maintain proper phase shift and minimum cascading

load, the load on each winding must be adjusted for zero power factor.

These adjustments are accomplished by means of the shunt capacitors and

resistors.

The remote resolvers must be properly related to the azimuth

and elevation orientation of the tracking instrument. This relation

includes alignment for proper zero and rotation in the proper sense.

For zeroing, the voltage on the sine winding must be made a minimum when

the resolver shaft is coupled to the tracking shaft at zero elevation.

The convention for positive sense of the elevation angle has been chosen

to be clockwise rotation when looking at the shaft end. The azimuth

resolver, At, is aligned in the same way and positive azimuth angles are

obtained with clockwise rotation of the shaft viewed from the shaft end.

The manual resolvers are similar to the remote resolvers in

construction and accuracy. They are used to insert an angle of referencE

into the Computer, that is, the angle of the elevation of the principal

axis of the camera. Both resolvers must be set to exactly the same angle.

The most obvious way to do this would be to couple the resolver shafts

together physically, but this scheme proved too costly. Therefore, in

the prototype model, these resolvers are independently set by means of

precise dial assemblies.

With reference to the photograph, Figure 5, the dial assemblies

- 12 -
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have rather coarse scales on the front panel. These scales are not

adequate for setting the resolvers precisely. Therefore, a second set

of precision glass dials are located beneath the metal cover, illuminatec

by an internal lighting system, and read by means of the microscope

assembly. These dials are graduated in 4 minute of arc intervals

within 1 30 seconds. Since it is impossible to see these graduations

with the naked eye, the 20 power microscope assembly is necessary to set

manual input angles to the proper degree of accuracy.

2. Summing Amplifiers

High stability amplifiers are necessary to perform the arithmetic

operations of addition and subtraction. One amplifier is required to sum

the trigonometric product terms for the denomirator, D, of the equations.

A second amplifier is required to subtract the trigonometric product terms

in the numerator of the equation for vertical screen deflection, x.

Specifications for these amplifiers are unusually demanding.

First, they must have an open loop gain of 10,000 volts/volt in order to

provide the necessary computational stability of 0.01% with a closed loop

gain of approximately 1.0. Second, they must have an open loop frequency

response properly shaped to permit a feedba. k factor of 100%. Third,

they must be capable of undistorted sinusoidal output of 20 volts rms

(nearly 60 volts peak to peak). And finally, they must supply current

to a 500 ohm load. Early in the design stage of the Skyscreen Computer

it was found that the above requirements could not be met by any standard

14
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solid-state amplifier then on the market. Therefore, the amplifier was

designed and developed in the Laboratories of The Franklin Institute.

The summing amplifier schematics are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

The only differences between the two amplifiers are the load coupling

network for 500 and 1000 ohm loads and the input resistor padding capacitance

to compensate for phase shifts in other circuit components.

The performance of the basic summing amplifiers as illustrated

with a Bode plot is shown in Figure 8. Note that the closed loop stability,

as defined by the peaking at the frequency extremes, has been adjusted fcr

a large margin.

Figure 9 is a photograph of the rear of the amplifier chassis

of the Skyscreen Computer showing the physical form and location of the

summing amplifiers. The two channels are fabricated on two long upright

phenolic boards located crosswise on the amplifier chassis with two

black anodized aluminum heat sinks for the power transistors between them.

B. Focal Length Attenuators

1. Horizontal (y) Channel Attenuator Cy

Referring to Figure 2 and to the detail of Figure 10, certain

details of the y channel focal length attenuator can be pointed out.

The purpose of the attenuator is threefold: first, to adjust

the scale factor of the y channel for proper ratio of screen travel to an

increment of voltage representing the numerator of equation (4), second to

provide for changes in the ratio to adjust for focal lengths; of different

lenses, anq third to provide a trim on the fixed ratios representing

-15-
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nominal focal lengths of standard lenses to allow for precise setting

to actual focal length.

The series input resistor in combination with the constant-

input-impedance network following it, sets the basic scale factor. The

voltage dividers in each leg of the attenuator provide four major changes

in focal length (304, 210, 115 and 68 mm). The adjustable voltage divider

at the output is a three-turn precision potentiometer to provide for

approximately + 3% trim of the four major values of focal length.

A typical calibration curve of the y channel focal length

attenuator is shown in Figure 11.

2. Vertical (x) Channel Attenuator C.

Referring again to Figure 2 and the detail in Figure 12, certain

details of the x channel focal length attenuator can be discussed.

The function of the x channel attenuator is fourfold. First,

it adjusts the scale factor for proper ratio of vertical screen travel

for an increment of voltage representing the numerator of equation (3).

Second, it steps up the voltage from the aumming amplifier. Third, it

provides for major changes in focal length for different standard lenses,

and finally, it provides a trim adjustment to compensate for minor

variations in nominal focal length of standard lenses.

The series input resistor in combination with a set of loading

resistors sets the scale factor. The transformation ratio of the trans-

former steps up the voltage out of the summing amplifier. The transfnrmer

-21-
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taps and series resistors provide the steps for major changes in the

focal length (304, 210, 115 and 68 mm) and the adjustable voltage

divider at the output provides for t 3% trim of the four major values

of focal length.

A typical calibration curve of the entire x channel focal

length attenuator is also shown in Figure 11.

In the photograph of Figure 9 the attenuator components can

be seen mounted vertically on the rear of the front panel. Figure 13

is a view of the front of the amplifier chassis showing the focal length

selector switch and the x and y trim pots. The x trim pot is at the

right; the y trim pot is at the left.

C. Computing Servo Drives

The servo drives for the screens within the camera perform

the triple function of dividing the input voltages representing Dx and

Dy by the voltage representing the denominator D of equations (3) and (4)

converting the signal voltages to screen positions, and providing the

mechanical power to drive the screens. This is done with the servo loops

illustrated in Figure 2. The major components of the x and y servos are

similar and are (1) a variable gain preamplifier to compare the input

signal with the feedback signal representing the screen position and

automatically adjust the loop gain to compensate for changes in i voltage

level, (2) a power amplifier to raise the level of error signal to drive

the servo notors, (3) a servo motor to convert electrical power to mechanical

power, k4) a feedback potentiometer to convert mechanical position to an

- 2. -
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electrical signal, (5) a gear train to transfer power, provide the proper

ratio, and mechanize a system of electrical and mechanical limits, and

(6) dual gauged potentiometers for trimming electrical zero to agree

with mechanical zero of screen position.

The circuit diagram of the variable gain preamplifier is shown

in Figure 14. The ac input signal is compared with the feedback signal

in the 100 K resistor network. The error is fed into an emitter follower

circuit with high input impedance. The stage output is coupled to a stage

of amplification whose gain is controlled by the rectified and filtered

voltage representing D. The output is then coupled to the power amplifier

through a capacitance. The static performance of this amplifier is

illustrated in Figure 15.

The power amplifier is a standard component purchased from

Kearfott Division of General Precision, Inc. It is a Model A3106

transistorized power amplifier with a capacity for delivering a maximum

of 36 volts rms to a 400 cycle servo motor.

The servo motor was also purchased from Kearfott Division and

is basically a standard Model R 1300-25 modified for proper operation

with the A3106 amplifier (36 volts rms instead of hO volts rms on the

control winding). The motor is fitted with an inertial damper for

mechanical compensation and a 77:1 gearhead with a maximum of 30 minutes

of backlash.

The feedback potentiometer is a 3-turn wire wound unit purchased

from lielipot Pivision of Beckman Instruments. It is basically a Mocel 9303
0
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with 1000 ohms resistance, . 05% linearity, modified with taps at 200

and 800 ohms and a double shaft extension to accommodate the limit

mechanism.

The gear train between motor gearhead, feedback potentiometer,

screen drive gear, and limit mechanism was designed and fabricated in the

Laboratories. This train was carefully adjusted in assembly to eliminate

all significant backlash.

The dual-ganged potentiometers for trimming zero position are

standard 60 ohm model TP purchased from the Helipot Division. It is

electrically connected at each end of the feedback potentiometer to

increase the resistance on one side while decreasing the resistance on

the other.

The limit system is activated near the end of screen travel by

the limit mechanism depressing a miniature limit switch which first

injects a reversing impulse then reduces motor torque by inserting a lamp

bulb in series with the power amplifier supply voltage.

The servo package is shown in Figure 16 containing motors, gears,

limit mechanisms, feedback pots, and trim pots for x and y screens. The

controlled-gain amplifiers and power amplifiers can be seen in Figure 9

on the amplifier chassis between the summing amplifiers and the front

panel. The servo package includes friction brakes on the screen drive

shafts so the drive systems can be removed as a unit without losing

alignment between electrical and mechanical positions.

- 29 -
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1. Frequency Response

Frequency response tests were performed on the servo drives

to establish their stability and bandwidth compared with the design

analysis conducted in Phase I (I-A2191-l). The results are shown in

Figures 17 and 18 as Bode plots of the amplitude and phase of the x servo

for two conditions: (1) mounted on the camera driving the screens and

(2) demounted with no external load. The results compare favorably with

those predicted and indicate performance more than adequate to accurately

track the moving target.

No precise tests were performed on the prototype system to

determine accurately the maximum rates and accelerations. However, the

performance has been correlated with the design to such an extent that

those estimates can be considered as approximately valid. Thus, the

maximum tracking rate is approximately 25 mm/sec and the maximum accelera-

tion is approximately 100 mm/sec 2.

D. Power Supplies

All power supplies are located on the bottom chassis in the

Skyscreen Computer Rack. A rear view photograph of the power supply

chassis is shown in Figure 19. A front panel view is shown in Figure 20.

In addition to an auxiliary 24-volt transformer for lighting, there are

three major power supplies: (1) an 80-volt dc unregulated supply for the

summing amplifier, (2) a 28-volt dc transistor-regulated supply for the

servo amplifiers, and (3) a 60-400 cycle solid-state frequency changer to

supply excitation for the resolvers and the servo motors.
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1. Unregulated 80-Volt DC Power Supply

Early in the design stage it was decided that the use of solid-

state circuits throughout the Skyscreen Computer would result in the most

reliable and trouble-free system. On this basis, the maximum signal

level at the input to the servos was limited to 20 v rms. To provide

the necessary peak-to-peak voltage swing from the single-ended output

stage of the summing amplifier the dc collector supply voltage must be

80-volts. Since decoupling and individual stage regulation are provided

within the summing amplifier itself at all critical points, no additional

regulation is necessary. To satisfy this need a special dc supply was

developed within the Laboratories. Design for low regulation and low

ripple in the passive circuits results in more than adequate performance.

A schematic of the 80-volt dc supply is shown in Figure 21.

It is physically located in the center of the power supply chassis shown

in Figure 19. The transformer was designed especially for the application

using standard laminations and magnet wire. The secondary is center-tapped

to provide full-wave rectification with two silicon rectifiers. The

ripple filter is a LC combination of standard components. The supply

carries a dummy load for proper operation of the ripple filter.

The unregulated power supply is rated at 1.5 amps, 80-volts

with 1% ripple and 10% load regulation.

2. Regulated 28-Volt DC Power Supply

To make use of standard transistorized servo amplifiers a 28-volt

dc power supply is required with good regulation to prevent loss of torque

- 36 -
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and loop gain in the servo systems. Standard power supplies are available

which would satisfy requirements but would be poorly matched to the needs

of two servo systems. Therefore, in the interest of efficient use of

power and space the 28-volt regulated dc supply was designed and fabri-

cated in the Laboratories.

A schematic diagram of the regulated 28-volt dc supply is

shown in Figure 22. (It is also seen in its physical location at the

right side of Figure 19.) The transformer is a special design using

standard laminations and wire. It provides a center-tapped secondary for

full-wave rectification with two silicon diodes. The ripple filter is a

LC combination of standard components. Two zener diodes act as a

controlled load for proper operation of the ripple filter.

The active portion of the regulator is a transistorized series

circuit using zener references, two stages of error amplification and

parallel pass transistors. Across the output are a smoothing capacitor

and peak limiting diodes. The circuit is a conventional type with the

exception of a unique nonlinear current feedback circuit which automatically

compensates for the nonlinear characteristics of the regulating loop, in

particular the reduction of 0 in the pass transistors at low values of

load current. This feature was developed from an original idea and a

patent disclosure has been made, for the record.

The regulated power supply is rated at 28-volts dc, -.5 amps,

1.0Y% regulation for line and load and .01% ripple.

- 38 -
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3. Solid-State Frequency Changer

In order to take advantage of the smaller induction components

available for use on 400 cycles and yet have the Skyscreen Computer

independent of all field supplies except that for basic utility power,

a converter has been included. The device is a purchased solid-state

unit using conventional transistorized switching circuits and "brute-

force" harmonic filter. It can be seen at the left side of Figure 19.

Since the excitation voltage is a factor which cancels out of the computa-

tion and total load is relatively constant, specifications for the frequency

changer were made extremely flexible. However, the unit as received proved

poorer in voltage and frequency regulation and harmonic content than is

now believed reasonable. These characteristics have made precise alignment

and null of signals extremely difficult.

Tests show voltage regulation with line and load of 200% and 50%

respectively and frequency regulation with load of 10%. These character-

istics should be held to 5-10%.

- i40 -
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TTLE 1. LIST OF DRAWIN - SKYSCREN COMPUTER

CAMERA SERVO ASSD4BLY

DRAWIN3 NO. DESCRITION REMARKS

A2J M.-C, Cinra Servo Assembly

A2435-O1- Servo Drive Assembl7

A2 35-Ol-33 Limit Stop Switch Assembly

A235-01.." Index Pawl

A2i35-oMA5 Pawl Bearing Stud

A21&5-01-A6 Locating Stud

A)5-01.a? Paul Wsher

A2435. .0141 Input Cmetor Plate

°A205-M-B9 Sub Mounting Plate

AWkS-O1-BlO Sub Chassis B

A245-01-B11 Sub Chassis A

A2135i01-Cl Chassis

A*435-O1-C23 Servo Cover

A235-01.C1 Chassis outing Plate

AZJS-OlA1 Limit Stop Pinion

A2U$3.--A16 Upper Pot Clamp

AIa ;-1Ol.1? Limit Stop Gear Stud

A2k35.Ol-Al8 Limit Stop Gear

AaI5-0ol-19 Metor Gear

AttW-3lM-M Limit Stop Gear Bushing

aI)5-O-Atl Retainer Screw

AIUI5..014 Llimt Stop Centering Spring

,I35A,,t3 Niniature Comsetor

AtUS-54'0 Limit Stop Aetator
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£. LIST 3F DRAWINOB - SKUCREEN COMPTER

CAMERA SERVO ASSEMBLY CONTINUED

DRU AWING NO. D[ RIFTION

A2435-OE-B25 Limit Stop Body

A2435-Ol-A26 Limit Stop Stud

A235-Ol-A27 Lower Pot Clamp

A2435S-OIA28 Handle Adapter Screw

A2435-01-C29 Handle

A2435-OI-A30 Locking Pin

A2435-OI-A31 Spring Stud

A2435-01-A32 Index Collar

A2435-01-A33 Pawl Actuating Pin

A2435-O-B34  Mounting Plate Skirt

A2435-OI-A35 Feedback Pot

A2435-OI-A36 Trim Po1

A2435-OI-A37 Gearhead Motor

A2435-OI-A38 Transfer Cluster "A"

A2435-OI-A39 TrenIfer Cluster "B"

A2435-Ol-A 4 0 Lock Screw (Sub Cover)

A245-Ol-A41 Spring Washer (Sub Cover Screw)

A2435-Ol-A 42 Retaining Ring (Sub Cover Screw)

A2435-OI-A43 Handle Screw

A2435-O-A144 Pawl Spring

A2435-Ol-B45 Sub Cover
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3, LIST OF DiAWINaS - SKM3CR1 COMPUTER

MANAL INU FM ELEVATION Of PRINCIPAL POINM_____

DRAWING NO. DESCRIPTION RD(LRKS

A2435-o14 4 6 Reinforcing Rod

A2435-Ol..,A, 7 Locking Screw

A2 35-O1-C5O Assembly of Manual Input for Elevation of
Principal Point with Mioroscope Assembly

A24351C-l51 Assembly of Manual Input for Elevation of
Principal Point

A2435-O1-B52 Miorosoope Assembly

A2J35-01-A53 Stan-Off Bushing

A2435-01.AS Window Retainer Ring

A2435-O1-AS5 Resolver Clamp
0

A2435-01-A56 Dial Adjustment Screw

A235a-O.A57 i Locating Stud

A2j35-Ol-A58 Lead Hold-Down Washer

A2435-Ol-A59 Hold-Down Screw

A2145-1O-A60 Dial Gasket

A2435-01-A61 Pilot Light Bushing

A2L)5-Ol-A62 Knob

A2435-m3.A63 Detent Washer

A2435-m-.A6& Shaft

A2435-O-A65 Dtent Spring

A2435-01-466 I Cap Screw

A2U5.,M-A67 Slide Retainer Plate

Aft3%a01-A68 Rack

A2435-01-.A69 Slide

A245-Ol-AO Oear

A2435.--ATl Mioroscope Platform

A235M: tt Dial A.es.b...
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BAM MDIMCRIPTION REM4ARKS

A2435-.D73 Adapter Plate (Glass Dial)

A2435-Ol-B74 Support Plate

A2435-O1-975 Mioroecape Bracket

A2435-01-C76 Resolver Dial Case

A2435-01-C77 Dial Case Lid

ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS

DRAWING NO. DESCRIPTION REMARKS

2435-ol-Clo0 Variable Gain Preamplifier

2435-01-lC0 Parts List - Variable Gain Preamplifier

2435-01-ClO Wiring Diagram for Servo Motor

2435-01-103 Resolver Transforar

2435-O-ClOi 80 Volt Power Supply

2435-01-lCIOW Parts List - 80 Volt Power Supply

2435-0-ClO5 80 Volt Power Transformr

2435-01-C106 "Auxiliary" 24 Volt Pwer Supply

235-1-lC0 Parts List - 24 Volt Power Supply

2135-0-1.010 28 Volt Power Supply

2135o01-C10TS Part. List - 28 Volt Pomr Supply

135-0l-31O9 Skyseren Blek Diapam

215-0-3B1nO X" Channel ming As~l1fler
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E. LIST OF DRAWINWh6 - SKYSCREEN CPUTER

ELECTRICAL COMN CONTINUED

DRAWING NO. DESCRIPTION REMARKS

2435-Ol-BICS Parts List - X Channel Summing Amplifier

2LJ5-OI-B),lI "D" Channel Summing Amplifiers

2435-01-BllIS I Parts List - "D"1 Channel Summing Amplifier

2435-01-A12 Manual Resolver Panel

2435-01-A113 Wiring Diagram for Servo Package

2435-01-AI14 Power Supply Panel

2435-01-Al15 Amplifier Panel

2435-01-E116 Interconnecting Cable DiaGram

2435-01-A117 Remote Resolver Wiring Diagram

2435-01-Ell Amplifier Chassis

2435-O-EIl8S Parts List - Amplifier Chassis

2435-01-E119 Internal Computer Wiring Diagram

2435-01-E120 Power Chassis

2435-01-E121 Skyscreen Computer Schematic

2435-ol-Cl22 Feedback Transformer

2435-01-C123 "C" Attenuator Transformer
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TmE
F. LIST OF PHOTOORAPHS - SKYSCREEN C.UER

" I..L. NO. TIT E _

U70-2 Skyscreen Computer System General View

15022 Computer Rack, Front Preliminary

15021 Computer Rack, Front Preliminary
Scope Raised

l4934 Computer Rack, Rear Preliminary
Cover Removed

14935 Computer Rack, L. Side Preliminary
Cover Removed

14/936 Computer Rack, R. Side Preliminary
Cover Removed

15025 Poer Chassis, Front I-anel

1i940 Power Chabsis, Rear

15026 Power Chausis, Rear (.uarter

15027 Amplifier Chassis, Front Panel Preliminary

1169141 Amplifier Chassis, Rear Preliminary

15028 Amplifier Chassie, Rear Quarter Preliminary

15023 Manual Input Chassis, Front Quarter Preliminary

14937 Manuel Input Chassis, Front Preliminary

14938 Manual Input Chaseis, Rear Preliminary

15024 Manual Input Chaseis, Rear Quarter Prelimaviry

1717 Servo on Camra, Side Shoving Handle

13716 Serve an Camera, Rear Shag Sereeme

1360 Servo Remewd from Camera

1360 Servo, Cover Removed Prelimiasry
S3ba One Drive
Removed
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F. LIST OF PHOTOW HSP!5 - SKYSCREEN CQOWUTER

II o~ IV TM i REM l

136& Servo Limit Stop Mechanism

1006 Manual Input Assembly

1109 Manual Input Assembly, Cover Removed Showing Glass
Dials

X170-6 Skyscroen Computer Rack General View

R70-5 Amplifier Chassis, Front Panel

H70-8 Amplifier Chassis, Rear

H70-4 Manual Input Panel Closeup

H70-10 Manual Resolver Chasmis, Rear

R70-12 Power Supply Chassis, Rear Showing Cable
Attachment
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IV. SKYSCREEN COMPUTER SYSTEM TESTS

A number of series of tests have been made on the Skyscreen

Computer to define its capabilities and limitations. These include

the following:

Independent axis tests to define

(1) hysteresis

(2) linearity

(3) accuracy

0 (4) effect of cable length

(5) off-screen performance

and combined axis tests to define

(1) overall random accuracy

(2) error gradients

A. Independent Axis Tests

1. Separation of Errors

To define and separate the magnitude of certain component

parts of the error, a number of tests were run considering each axis

independently. The method was to take two readings at the extremes of

travel approaching from opposite directions to include hysteresis, average

the readings and calculate an arbitrary focal length f - 1 + 2 and
2 tan Et

compute errors from reference points defined by this focal length.

In Figure 23 the composite error (0.63 mm) is shown in the y

(horizontal) screen travel for an elevation of 00 and a focal length

- 148 -
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of 304 mu. Note that it is made up of several distinguishable components,

namely,

(1) hysteresis (0.25 mm) indicated by the average vertical

distance between error points,

(2) screen windup (0.12 mm) indicated by the average tendency

toward curvature upward,

(3) nonlinearity (0.15 mm) indicated by the variation of the

error about zero angle, and

(4) scaling error (0.00 mm) indicated as the non-symmetry of

the average error about zero error at 90.

Figure 24 illustrates y axis errors for another condition of

focal length.

Similar tests were run on the x (vertical) axis with the

results shown in Figure 25. In general the errors are greater than for

the horizontal axis due to the more complex computation channel. The

0

composite error is 0.72 mm which can be broken down into

(1) hysteresis, 0.30 mm

(2) screen windup, 0.20 mm

(3) nonlinearity, 0.40 nm

(L) scaling, 0.02 mm

Figures 26 and 27 illustrate the composite errors in the vertical

direction for other conditions of camera elevation and focal length.

- 50 -
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2. Effect of Cable Length

To determine the effect of cable length, a comparison was made

between errors obtained when the system was trimmed for short cables

(less than 10 ft) and when long cables (approximately 100 ft) were

substituted without retrimming. The results are shown in Figures 28 and

29 showing that the Skyscreen Computer performance is acceptable without

readjustment for cable lengths up to 100 ft.

3. Performance Off-Camera

To eliminate the contribution of the Skyscreens from the

performance of the Computer itself, a few tests were run with the Servo

Package removed from the camera. The method of test was to use the final

drive gear teeth as an indication of output position, advancing the input

angle an increment necessary to advance one tooth width. The results are

shown in Figure 30. The hysteresis is reduced to 0.15 mm, screen windup

is eliminated, nonlinearity is 0.10 mm and scaling is not significant.

Since the gears were not loaded with the Skyscreen springs, approximately

half the hysteresis can be attributed to gear backlash.

B. Combined Axis Tests

A number of tests were made of the entire Skyscreen Computer

System with 100 ft cables using complex inputs. That is, simultaneous

deflections of the azimuth and elevation resolvers. The readings were

taken randomly, eliminating some of the hysteresis, and compared with a

set of hand calculated data supplied by the Ballistic Research Laboratories.

Total error at each point was computed as a resultant of horizontal and
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vertical error. The results are shown in Figures 31 and 32 as plots of

the errors over the face of the photograph plate. Note that the maximum

composite resultant error is 1.0 mm. The average error is 0.4 mm.

Some of this error is contributed by the screens themselves

since the slit edges, where position measurements were made, are not

straight. A measure of the errors contributed by the slit edges is

shown in Figures 33 and 34.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The electromechanical Skyscreen Computer System described in

this report has proved to be a significant development in the field of

analog computation. By means of ultra-precise components and careful

attention to circuit trimming, resulting accuracies approach normal limits

of analog systems. The Skyscreen System is relatively simple to adjust

and operate in field use. Predicted reliability and life are outstanding

because of the use throughout of all solid-state electronic circuits. All

units are designed for operation in ambient temperatures up to 1400F.

In the development of the Skyscreen Computer experience has

been gained which should lead to the improvement in design, adjustment

and performance of future models. Specific recommendations are as follows:

(1) Provide a 60-400 cycle frequency changer with better regula-

tion and less harmonic voltage. (5 to 10% voltage and

frequency regulation and harmonics)

(2) Redesign the vertical channel attenuator to eliminate the

need for a tapped transformer which introduces phase distortIcn

1 - 59-
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and makes alignment more 
difficult.

(3) Procure an improved solid-state, gain-controlled servo

preamplifier with better stability for improved reproduc-

ibility.

(4) Provide more travel between electrical and mechanical

limits to avoid striking the mechanical stops.

(5) Redesign manual input panel for better optical and mechanical

stability.

(6) Include a digital readout of actual computed focal length

with internal reference to avoid the need for attenuator

calibration.

(7) Redesign computer rack layout to reduce physical size.

The prototype Skyscreen Computer is now ready for field evalua-

tion. Because of the high cost of ultra-precise components and the diffi-

culties of adjusting for presently specified accuracies, it is strongly

suggested that the requirements for the application be carefully reviewed.

Significant savings are possible with reduced accuracy specifications.

Antho4 Marmarou Richard H. Field
Research Engineer Technical Associate

Approved by:

Charles A. Belsterling, lanager C. W. Hargens
Power and Control Laboratory Technical Director

Direct of Labortorie/
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